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ABSTRACT
Image segmentation is the process to capture the object
from the background and it is a difficult task when a vision
of the object is in stochastic region. Here introduce in this
paper extension of stochastic random walker segmentation
method. In stochastic random walker segmentation, a
weighted graph is built from the image, where the each
pixel considered as a node and edge weights depend on the
image gradient between the pixels. For given seed regions,
the probability are evaluated for a stochastic random walk
on this graph starting at a pixel to end in one of the seed
regions. The problem associated with existing method is
the number of random variable (gray-level value in
random order) in stochastic images. These random
variables increase the graph sizes of stochastic images. If
the graph size will increase, consequently execution time
would also increase. To overcome these problems, the
proposed
“Improved
stochastic
random
walker
segmentation based on Gaussian filtering” for stochastic
image segmentation. In proposed method Gaussian filter
has been used for the removal of uncertain gray level and
which in turn reduce the noise level and the resultant graph
size of corresponding stochastic image, then apply
stochastic random walker segmentation method which may
help to decrease the execution time of the segmentation
process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is the initial step of image analysis,
the principle of image segmentation is to partition an
image into meaningful regions with respect to a particular
application. Image segmentation typically on noisy image
as shown in (figure 1) is a critical work. Image noise
depends on the image acquisition process e. g. Digital
camera, magnetic resonance, computed tomography and
ultrasound device etc. in the process of image acquiring
must be informed about the measurement error. These
errors responsible for loss of information and influences
the result of the image segmentation. The discussion of
error propagation is important in, for example, in a field of
medical purpose, where decisions about patient treatments
are based on quantitative information extracted from
medical images. Treatment decisions for chemotherapy
patients are based on the improvement of the volume of
the segmented lesions from the noisy images. Thus, it is
important to measure the extracted data with a reliable
estimate.

Figure 1. Noisy images contain uncertain gray-level
Many developments are offered in the field of image
segmentation techniques without human interaction, but
still are not getting a much an efficient scheme. Due to
large invention of such techniques are still going on, it is
always required to semi supervised method for solving real
time problem domain. Interactive segmentation algorithms
are suitable for any application domain. However,
applications on mobile touch screen devices put extra
constraints on the algorithm. Due to the imprecision of
user inputs on small screens, such algorithms should be
able to tolerate some errors. As well it is also attractive not
to include any correction stage of the algorithm in order to
avoid tedious zooming and correction processes [1].
Random walker algorithm [2] is one the approach of
interactive segmentation method, there is no information
about included uncertainties, however its name might
suggest random walker is chosen because the direction of
the random walk is randomly chosen from probabilities
based on the deterministic image gradient. Considerably,
error propagation is hard or even unfeasible for most of the
image processing algorithms including the random walker
method. Now this method replaces with stochastic random
walker segmentation that solve problem of error
propagation.
The stochastic random walker segmentation method [3]
consider the pixel values to be random variables (RVs),
thus introducing the concept of stochastic images. Then
wind up with stochastic weights for the graph in random
walker segmentation and a stochastic partial differential
equation (PDE) has to be solved. Then discretize the RVs
and the stochastic PDE by the method of generalized
polynomial chaos, relating the recent developments in
numerical methods for the discretization of stochastic
partial differential equation and an interactive
segmentation algorithm. The resulting algorithm involve
for the detection of regions where the segmentation result
is highly affected by the uncertain pixel values. Thus, it
gives a reliability estimate for the resulting segmentation,
and it additionally allows determining the probability
density function of the segmented object volume.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: In
section 2 give reviews of literature of related work. Section
3 covers the overview of the stochastic random walker
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segmentation algorithm. Section 4 describes the proposed
methodology. In section 5, the result analysis has been
carried out. Section 6 provides performance evaluation of
the proposed work with the existing technique. Finally
section 7 concludes the paper.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Interactive Segmentation
Interactive image segmentation is a semi-automatic image
segmentation technique. This type of segmentation
technique allows minimal user interaction in the
segmentation process. For a good interactive image
segmentation algorithm, there are two basic needs: first is
given a certain user input, and the algorithm should
produce perceptive segmentation that reflects the user
objective, and the second is the algorithm must be efficient
so that it can provide instant visual response. Interactive
segmentation methods in the literature can be divided into
two main classes, as boundary-based [4] and region-based
methods [5-8]. Boundary based methods require the user to
select an approximate boundary around the object, and
then try to find the correct boundary. Region based
segmentation algorithms operate iteratively, gathering
pixels that are neighbors and have similar values and
splitting groups of pixels are dissimilar in value.
Graph cut based methods, an image is modeled as graph
where each node corresponds to a pixel and two
neighboring nodes are connected with a weighted edge
defined as the distance between the pixel values.
Furthermore, the graph cut algorithm [9], models object
and background pixel values according to histograms.
Based on graph cut there are other methods such as
Dynamic and Iterated Graph-Cut and Image Segmentation
Using Minimal Graph Cuts [10]. The drawback of graph
cut based algorithm is that it does not hold fine shapes and
this method does not well when the level of noise is more.
The random walker algorithm achieves better performance
as compared to segmentation by graph cut algorithm.
Similarly, the random walker algorithm requires the input
of object and background seeds. However, the random
walks algorithm is essentially an approach that minimizes
energy dirichlet boundary conditions, where different
boundary conditions (different entrance seeds) always lead
to different harmonic functions. This method is inefficient
when apply on noisy or stochastic images. The random
walker segmentation method is extending with stochastic
images.

2.2 Gaussian Filter
The Gaussian filter is very effective tool for removing
noise and preserving the property of the image. Gaussian
smoothing is a 2-D convolution operator. The degree of
smoothing is resolved by the standard deviation of the
Gaussian (larger standard deviation Gaussian obviously
requires larger convolution kernels in order to be
accurately represented.). Gaussian filter is also used for
nonlinear filtering problem such as stochastic process [11].
While working with images, we require to use the two
dimensional Gaussian function. This is simply the product
of two 1D Gaussian function and is given by
(1)
Where σ represents the standard deviation of the
distribution, A and B is the dimension of an image. A is

the distance from the origin in the horizontal axis; B is the
distance from the origin in the vertical axis.

3. OVERVIEW OF STOCHASTIC
RANDOM WALKER
SEGMENTATION
The addition of the random walker segmentation to
stochastic images is straightforward and follows the
methods for processing of stochastic images described by
Preusser et al. [12] and [13]. In stochastic random walker
segmentation, classical images are replaced by stochastic
images.

Figure 2. Graph generated from an image
contains 9 nodes and 12 edges. Every edge eij has a
weight wij
The edge weights for the graph are defined by the
difference of two RVs (pixel), which describe the grayvalue uncertainty for the corresponding pixels. Then end
up with stochastic edge weights, which are random
variable (RVs), i.e. the discretization of stochastic images
use the generalized polynomial chaos (GPC) extension
developed in [14].
The GPC extension provides a basis for the space of
square integrable RVs, built by polynomials in RVs with
known distribution. This enables us to deal with
deterministic coefficients to represent RVs in the GPC,
because the basis functions encode the stochasticity and
produce a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDEs).
The resulting SPDEs are solved using the generalized
spectral decomposition (GSD) [15], yielding to a tractable
and fast algorithm for the high-dimensional stochastic
problems.

4. PROPOSED METHOD
Stochastic random walker segmentation has the problem of
a number of random variable (pixel gray-level in random
order of stochastic image), stochastic images which
contain additive noise, these noise increase uncertainty
level of the images. It causes the increase execution time
of the segmentation process. Now there is a need of an
efficient technique to resolve problem of random variable.
To overcome these problems, proposed a method to detect
object from stochastic images using the proposed
improved stochastic random walker segmentation based on
Gaussian filtering. The proposed method gives better result
in terms of sharpness, computation time and optimal
tracking boundary of the object. The block diagram of
proposed algorithm is representing in figure 3.
Stochastic
Image

Segmentation
output

Apply
Gaussian
Filter

Filtered
Image

Apply Stochastic
Random Walker
segmentation
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Figure 3. Block diagram of proposed algorithm
Steps of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
step1: Read stochastic images which are to be segmented.
step2: Use Gaussian filter for reducing the number of
Random variables of stochastic images.
step3: Then treat pixels of image as a random variables,
the discretization of RVs utilizes generalized polynomial
chaos (GPC).
step4: GPC enable us to deal with deterministic coefficient
because the basic functions encode the stochasticity and
produce stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE).
step5: These SPDE are solved using generalized spectral
decomposition combining with interactive segmentation
techniques. step6: Detection of object region from
segmentation method.
step7: For detection of optimal object boundary, used
canny edge detection.
Improved stochastic random walker segmentation provides
better results in terms of optimal detection of objects and
its boundary. The proposed method also has the ability to
detect objects when the level of noise more in stochastic
images

5. RESULT ANLYSIS
Here illustrate the benefits of the improved stochastic
random walker segmentation based on Gaussian filtering.
This approach reduces the noise level of the input image.
To start with it, first of all get an axial image that we have
to be segment. This image contains a number of uncertain
gray-level and noise. Then apply a Gaussian filter of size
[5, 5] with standard deviation (σ=2), it would reduce the
unwanted pixel of an image and produced resultant image
after reduction of noise. Stochastic random walker
segmentation is region based interactive segmentation, so
we need to defined seed points and expected region for
starting segmentation process.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. (a) Axial image (b) Resultant image after
filtering(c) User defined seed point green for object and
blue for the background (d) Segmentation output.
Now define two seed points likewise for object and
background. As shown in figure 4(c) two user defined seed
points, green for object part and blue for background part.
Then apply segmentation method to end with obtaining
segmented region in figure 4(d) of image.
In figure 5 demonstrate the proposed result on the
ultrasound kidney image. A similar procedure will apply
on ultrasound image as previously applied to axial image.
The choice of the parameter σ depends on the stochastic
images, if the image contains more noise than increase

value of σ (smoothing factor). Figure 5(a) shows an
ultrasound kidney image which contains noise and gray
level in random order.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5. (a) Ultrasound image. (b) Resulting image
after Gaussian filtering
(c) The user defines seed point green for object and
blue for background. (d) Segmentation output.
In this image now apply a Gaussian filter of size
[5, 5] and value of smoothing factor σ=1(in case of
ultrasound image) and obtained figure 5(b) which is the
resultant image after filtering. Then define seed points one
for object level and other for background level as
previously mention like axial image. In figure 5(c) apply
stochastic random walker segmentation method that
described in section 3 and the segmentation result of
ultrasound image is obtained in figure 5(d).
Here compare the result of improved stochastic random
walker segmentation based on Gaussian filtering with the
original stochastic random walker segmentation. The
comparison is based on the expected execution time and
sharpness of the detected region of segmentation of both
filtered image and stochastic image. The proposed method
gives better performance in terms of execution time and
sharpness of object boundary detected.
Now show result comparison between proposed and
existing method based on the object detection in liver
image. Liver image as shown in figure 6 (a) is directly
segmented through stochastic random walker segmentation
method and result of segmentation is obtained in figure
6 (b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Segmentation result based on Existing
method (a) Liver image (b) Segmentation output
The segmentation output of existing method has
uncertainty in terms of object boundary. Now apply [5, 5]
Gaussian filter with σ = 1 on same liver images for
reducing the noise level, and produce filtered image as
shown in figure 7(a). Then apply segmentation method and
final result of segmentation is obtained in figure 7(b).
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Table 1. Comparison of execution time (in second) of
the segmentation method applied on Axial, Ultrasound,
Liver images
Images
(a)

(b)

Figure 7 Segmentation result based on proposed
method
(a) Filtered liver image (b) segmentation output
The proposed method needs to detect the deterministic
object location. To capture the exact volume of object and
optimally tracking object boundary, now use canny edge
detection [16]. The aim of boundary detection is generally
substantially reduces the amount of data that can be used
in segmented part while maintaining the structural
properties for subsequent part of the object. As shown in
figure 8 stochastic object boundary can be visualized into
deterministic object boundary.

Axial
Image
Ultrasound
Image
Liver
Image

Existing
Method
3.52

Proposed
Method
2.66

6.53

4.83

5.56

4.22

6.2 PSNR and MSE
Result of the proposed method analyzes with the help of
two errors metric PSNR & MSE. PSNR measure a peak
error and MSE represents the cumulative squared error.
Now illustrate a comparison of MSE & PSNR ratio
between results of segmentation by stochastic random
walker segmentation with the improved stochastic random
walker segmentation based on Gaussian filtering.
The comparison of the MSE and PSNR values between the
proposed and existing method are shown in Table 2 and 3.
The proposed method has high PSNR value and low MSE
value as compare to exiting method. It clearly depicted that
object detected through the proposed method is enhanced.
The proposed method is useful particularly where gray
value uncertainty is more in stochastic images.
Table 2. Comparison of the PSNR values (in decibel) on
the detected segmented region of images

Axial
Image

Images
Liver
Image

Ultrasound
Image

Figure 8. The stochastic object boundary can be
visualized by tracking the deterministic object
boundary through canny edge detection.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
It is always difficult to capture object location form
stochastic environment. Performance evaluation of the
segmentation method can be analyzed through some
parameters. These parameters are computation time of the
segmentation process, peak signal to noise ratio and mean
square error of region detection through segmentation
process. These parameters can contribute to show how
proposed method is better than existing method.

6.1 Execution Time
The comparison of proposed results on the basis of
expected execution time of the process of segmentation, of
all three images. Here compare the execution time between
existing and the proposed method. The benefit of proposed
techniques is significantly reduces the execution time of
the segmentation process.
Table 1 represents the comparison of execution time
between the proposed method and existing method. In
existing method, execution time exponentially grows with
their RVs in stochastic images. But in the proposed
technique, observe that execution time is decreases,
because utilizing the Gaussian filtering approach before
applying the segmentation method. Reduction of the
execution time is proportional to reduction of number of
RVs in stochastic images. It also helps for enhancing the
visibility of detected region.

Axial
Image
Ultrasound
Image
Liver
Image

Existing
Method
30.21

Proposed
Method
33.08

30.38

32.92

30.46

33.03

Table 3. Comparison of the MSE value of the detected
segmented region of images
Images
Axial
Image
Ultrasound
Image
Liver
Image

Existing
Method
62.50

Proposed
Method
32.37

59.98

33.21

59.26

32.55

7. CONCLUSION
The proposed technique provides efficiencies in terms of
computational time as well as the sharpness of the
segmented part of the image. The existing technique
implemented for the segmentation of stochastic images
using stochastic random walker segmentation provides less
detection of the segmented part since the level of noise is
more. Hence in the proposed work by applying filtering
technique, noisy level can be reduced and for the sharpness
of the segmented region, canny edge detector is applied.
Apart from all these application, there is open question for
future research is the starting point of the segmentation
process is similar to classical random walker segmentation.
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